CHARACTER ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

You can use this worksheet to fill in details about your Air Guitar persona and help find clarity in who this persona is, what they like, what they believe in, what’s important to them, how they might move, where they get their inspiration from, etc. Once you have some clarity you can create a performance that aligns with your persona and guides the way to finding your Airness!

AIR GUITAR PERSONA NAME: _____________________________________________________

1. PERSONA AGE:

2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
   Voice:
   Posture:
   Walk:
   Distinguishing Marks:
   Physical Description:

3. OCCUPATION (apart from Air Guitar of course):

4. INTERESTS:

5. BELIEFS: (Religious and otherwise)

6. AMBITIONS:

7. Where are you from?
8. Who are your parents? What did they do? Do you have any siblings or other close relatives? Who are they?

9. What is your favorite: (explain)
   A. Color?:
   B. Food?:
   C. Song or Type of Music?:
   D. Play, Movie, Book, Television Show and/or Radio Show?: (Depending on the period of the play, you might not be able to answer all of these.)
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10. What are some important items or images associated with your persona?

11. How is this persona different from you?

12. How is this persona similar to you?

13. What would this persona’s movement quality be like?

14. What are some top song choices for this persona to perform to?